125 Weight Class

**Steve Cox (1-2)**
- Lost to John Olanowski (UMC), 5-0
- Def. Chris Baker (MVC), 10-7
- Lost to Jared Christner (MU), 5-3

133 Weight Class

**David Sielert (3-3) Sixth Place**
- Lost to Dob Howard (LU), 3-0
- Def. Steve Chico (SIUE), Fall 3:09
- Def. Garrett Harding (MVC), Fall 3:12
- Def. Robbie Grose (MCK), Fall 2:45
- Lost to Rashad Riley (SIUE), Fall 5:47
- Lost to Ryan Moyer (LU), T-Fall 4:37

141 Weight Class

**Adam Vogt (4-1) Second Place**
- Def. Nathan Decker (SIUE), MajDec. 9-0
- Def. Dominic Angelo (MCK), MajDec. 15-0
- Def. Jamie Williams (LU), 12-6
- Def. Tramaine Franklin (WCC), 3-0
- Lost to Quantarius Wilson (STLCC), 10-4

184 Weight Class

**Tim Wolkey (1-2)**
- Lost to Cory Scott (SIUE), 2-1
- Def. Jared Fitzgerald (MVC), 3-1
- Lost to Brandon Cleary (SIUE), 8-2

197 Weight Class

**Steven Doeschot (3-1) Second Place**
- Def. Jimmy Stormo (MVC), Fall 1:55
- Def. Nigel Kinworthy (MBU), 6-3
- Def. Brian Markway (MCK), 3-1
- Lost to Max Askren (UMC), 18-8

---

**2005 Lindenwood Open**